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 I've tried using a DataView instead of a DataTable: DAL.GetModel().InsertData(); DAL.GetModel().UpdateData(); DAL.GetModel().DeleteData(); dvCustomers.DataSource = null; dvCustomers.DataSource = DAL.GetModel(); dvCustomers.DataBind(); dvCustomers.Items.Refresh(); but the problem is that it doesn't allow changing the values in the fields. I've also tried adding and removing data
using List and DataTable directly, but the result was always the same. Anyone has a clue as to how to accomplish this? PS: I'm not able to post an example here for obvious reasons. A: To change the data in a DataTable, you should access the DataRow instead. If you want to change a value in a column of a DataRow, you can use the DataRowProperty method. To change the value of a column that's
bound to a textbox or other bound column, you can use the Value property. To set a field that's not bound to a column, you can access the Field property. To retrieve all of the fields in a column, you can use the Columns collection. Q: React Native iOS build failing - "Unknown warning: Missing Default-Build Configuration" I've just updated my RN project to use a new version of react-native-maps

(2.0.0) and now I'm getting the following warning when building for iOS: WARNING: Unknown warning: Missing Default-Build Configuration The 'Missing Default-Build Configuration' warning has a long description but I can't find a way to resolve this issue. I can build the app with no warnings, but I'd really like to resolve this issue. I have the following in my 'Build Settings' (Xcode). I've also tried
updating Xcode (to version 8.3.3) but this hasn't helped. Turning off 'Dead code stripping' solved the issue for me. It's not an 520fdb1ae7
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